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This exercise explores the historical relationship between tone, 
aspiration, prefixes and stem initial consonants in Tibetan. (The stem 
initial consonant is underlined in those words that have prefixes or 
initial clusters; [ts], [tshl. [t~1. It~ht etc., aU count as single 
consonants.) Other phonetic developments are also explored. 

Written Tibetan (c. 9th cen AD) has a set of eight possible 
prefixes, some of which have clear grammatical functions, such as 
marking voice or tense. For this exercise it is not important how they 
function grammatically, only that they affected the phonological 
development of the Modern Lhasa Tibetan forms. 

There are six phonemic tones in Modern Lhasa Tibetan. These 
can be grouped into two major categories: High (55, 54, and 52), and 
Low (12, 14, and 132). For the first part of this exercise, think only 
in terms of these broader categories. 

PalataliZation or retroflexion may have occurred in some forms. 
This does not aUect the nature of the initial in terms of aspiration 
(which is marked with a following h) or voicing. In this exercise, iiI 
is a palatal gUde; (y) is a front rounded vowel; (~t [;1. Itt [thl. Id;), 
and 1n.1 are alveo-palatals; III. [Q], and [Qhl are retroflex initials; and 
Uil is a Voiced glottal fricative. 

I. Examine the forms on the next page, and answer the following 
questions: 

( 1) What factor accounts for tone height in the Modern Lhasa Tibetan 
forms? 
(2) Does the presence or absence of a prefix affect tone height? 
(3) Looking at the Modern Lhasa Tibetan forms, can you account for 
aspiration or the lack of it? 
(4) Can you find any regularity to the vowel changes from Written 
Tibetan to Modern Lhasa Tibetan? (Ignore -6, -36, and -41) 

• This problem set was prepar4td tor "Analysis of LinguisUc Problem Sets" [Ling. 
3021. a Induate seminar at Berkeley intend4td to give students pn.cUee in 
eonstructinl and debUllinl problem sets for classroom use. Much thanks goe-s to 
Orin Gensler for his carefUl editing and other assistance with drafts of this problem 
set, and to the students of Lin 302, Fa111937 for their helpful criUcisms. 
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Written Tibetan Lhasa Tibetan Gloss 

1. A{1ag pa tak 1'2 paH mud 
2. b.n.g RAug qha,,.'2 phU'5Z cave 
,3, rsio toll sto:'le 
4. me me1Z fire 
5. l~ags t~a'5Z Iron 
6. du ba tho!" smoke 
7. ~ar ~a" east 
a. g~aA dk,ar ~a'" ta" tin 
9. nup nu?·'2 west 
10. msiun t~"4 before 
11. Jmtllogs . t9hiH 10"'Z outside 
12. dus thy1'J2 time 
13· dRJld ta t~i"2 ta54 spring 
14. dgun ta t,'4 ta5" Winter 
15.1).1 ma l).i 'Z malZ sun 
16. Sk,ar ma ta55 malZ star 
17. Abnlg sk,ad qu?112 tc,,2 thunder 
13. sRtln pI. 5' fa'" cloud 
19. tGllar pa t9ha5 pa~H rain 
20. klljags pI. chat'2 pa54 Ice 
21. ba mo phal2 mol2 trost 
22. rdJ.t~ tsigl4 pond 
23. mtlho !Sho'. lake 
24. rlJa mtlho tsho'" sea 
25·11. 11.12 mountain 
26.ARJlted qhe"2 horizontal 
27. Ulag thag" plain 
2a.ga galZ I 
29. gro Jip qhol2 ~1'1'J2 flour 
30. mkll.al ma the" mal2 tidney 
31. 1,0 ga tol2 ga l2 egg 
32.lbtUl qy14 snate 
33· Al&had t~ht"2 will owe 
34. mtsdllan khug og the5' thO'5 0'132 armpit 

Jag Jag 9agl4 ~a~I" uncle 
36. JiRJltUl Jitllor qhy5' th::>55 machin. 
37. tho54 span 
3a. t9ha l2 tea 
39. red r.'1'32 copula 
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n. Now look at the following forms. How do they change your 
analysis? 

40. sn.ag tsha 
41.llla 

mDten po 
44. gn.am 
45. dQ.ul 
46. las sla po 
47. stap po 
4&. rlag 
49. sm.ug pa 

nak~2 tsha~4 

Ga54 
Q.i5~ pc. OS4 
namS5 
OY55 
1£11)2 la54 po54 

poSt 

ink 
five 
50ft. 

money 
easy 
thin 
lose{smthg) 
fog 

I II. Extra credit: Can you account for the three tonal contours within 
each of the broader tone categories? (lgnore -6) 
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NOTES TO INSTRUCTOR AND ANSWER SHEET 

PRESUPPOSED: In order to do this problem. it is that students have a basic 
idea of phonetic natura1 classes, such as obsttuent. and and be 
able to recognize these classes, even if they are not fully the data. n,";;"VU'IO. 

but not necessuy, would be some familiarity with the concepts of tone and pn::fixIlD(I,n. 
would also need some aw and the facton 

influence that change. They of coone would also be with IPA. 

RELEVANT CONCEPTS: By doing this exercise, the student will become aware of 
the facton that can lead to the development of tones, and what 
contours and height of those tones. ~ will be a reb' lfmcetlllCnt of 
classes. and how these natural classes interact in phonetic dC'1iel.lJ)rne[lt Because of the 
.. two stages doing 

; to,jusl:-ho'w b"*:S th'e-sc:opc:: of possibilities 
is in doing historical linguistics, and awaken them to the beauty inherent in the :regularity of 
sound change. and to how enjoyable solving the of historical development can be. 

LEVEL OF DIFFICULTY: This problem could be used at almost any level beyond the 
most elementary. depending on the hints given. or could be tailored in terms of difficulty. 
as mentioned above, to fit the level of the students. The time involved would be :relative to 
the level of the students. An advanced group should be able to do this in class. but it is 
probably IIIOI'e appropriate as a homework problem. 

SHORT ANSWERS: 
1.1. The f the stem initial consonant determines tone height: voiced -:> low tone; 
voiceless tone. A vowel onset also -:> low tone. 
1.2. No. (At least nOli in 'thedatll Cl 
1.3. All forms thai are aspirated ritten Tibetan are aspirated in Lhasa Tibetan; and 
forms that have Ill. voiced stem-initial consonant and NO p:refix in Written Tibetan are 
aspirated in l.1Iasa Tibetan. 
1.4 raj and [u], when followed by alveolar segments in Written Tibetan, are fronted to It] 

preflX causes a syllable that has a resonant initial in Written Tibetan 10 

III. 55 and 14 if Written Tibetan final consonant is a resonant; 52 and 132 if Written 
Tibetan final consonant is obsttuent 54 and 12 otherwise. 

The students need to compare the older Tibetan forms with the newer 
an eye toward discerning what regularities there were in tbe development from 

the f~r to the latter. They would need .t? isolate out the various natural classes 

i.JUI,'IUlJIK at the fonns on page 2, will see that all of the fonns that have a 
voiced consonant Of no initial consonant . has a vowel onset) in the Written 
Tibetan form bave a low tone in the Lhasa Tibetan form, and all of the forms with a 
voiceless or voiceless . stem-initial consonant in tbe Written Tibetan form have a 

tone in the Lhasa . then is the answer to 1.1. 
To answer question 1.2, the students will then compare the Lhasa Tibetan forms 

with those forms in Written Tibetan that have prefixes to see if there is any influence on 
tone. There is none in the forms on page 2. so for now Ihe answer is 'no', It may seem that 
asking a question like this could be confusing. but the :reason for it is that in Pan II forms 
are given where there is influence on the tone by the p:refix. This question will stan the 
students thinking about tone and prefIX without giving the answer away to Pan n. and will 
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set them up for the answer to question 1.3. If the teacher using this exercise chooses to 
make it a bit easier and faster, he/she could either white-out question 1.2 and alter the 
question in Part II to ask specifically about the prefixes, or he/she could leave question 1.2 
as is, and simply change the question in Part II to read 'How do they change your answer 
to question I.2?' 

To answer question 1.3, the students will need to look at all of the Lhasa Tibetan 
forms with aspirated initial consonants, and determine what the common denominator is in 
the Written Tibetan forms. They will find that if the Written Tibetan form is aspirated, the 
Lhasa Tibetan form is always aspirated; and that when the Written Tibetan form has an 
initial voiced SlOp, the Lhasa Tibetan form is voiceless aspirated for all those words where 
the Written Tibetan form did not have a prefix. Those with a prefix in the Written Tibetan 
form have a voiceless unaspirated initial in the Lhasa Tibetan form. 

To answer question 1.4, the students will need to look down the two lists to see 
what vowel changes occur. What they will see is that when the Written Tibetan form has 
the non-from vowels raj or [uJ. sometimes the Lhasa Tibetan form has the front vowels [tl 
and [y] respectively, and they will need to recognize that this fronting occurs in all cases 
where the vowel is followed by any alveolar segment except [r] (that is, I, n, d, or s) in the 
Written Tibetan form. As there are not many examples of this change, it may be difficult for 
the students to come to the proper generalization, so if the teacher wants to make the 
problem easier, or save time. he/she can white-out this question. This question could also 
be placed in the EXTRA CREDIT section. as the answer to this question is unrelated to the 
other three questions. which focus on initial consonant and prefix rather than final 
consonant. 

To answer the question in Part II, the students would need to be aware of the rule 
that a voiced initial in Written Tibetan corresponds with a low tone in Lhasa Tibetan, then 
notice that though the resonant stem-initials are all voiced in this new data. they have high 
tones. They would then need to go back and compare these new forms with the forms with 
resonant initials on page 2 to see what the difference is. They should then discover that it is 
the presence of a prefix in Written Tibetan that conditions the high tone of Lhasa Tibetan in 
these resonant-initial forms. 

If the students then do the EXTRA CREDIT question. they should pay attention to 
not only whether or not there is a consonant final in the syllable, but what type of 
consonant it is. They will fmd that if the Written Tibetan fmal is a resonant «( -rl, [-1], [-U], 
or [-nJ), the Lhasa Tibetan tone is 55 or 14; when the final consonant is an obstruent ([-g] 
[-d], [-b]. or [-s]), the Lhasa Tibetan tone is 52 or 132. In syllables ending with a vowel or 
[nJ. the tones are 54 and 12. 


